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Abstract
We present a new technique for transferring momentum and velocity between particles and MAC grids
based on the Affine-Particle-In-Cell (APIC) framework [1, 2] previously developed for co-located grids.
APIC represents particle velocities as locally affine, rather than locally constant as in traditional PIC. These
previous APIC schemes were designed primarily as an improvement on Particle-in-Cell (PIC) transfers, which
tend to be heavily dissipative, and as an alternative to Fluid Implicit Particle (FLIP) transfers, which tend
to be noisy.
The original APIC paper [1] proposed APIC-style transfers for MAC grids, based on a limit for multilinear
interpolation. We extend these to the case of smooth basis functions and show that the proposed transfers
satisfy all of the original APIC properties. In particular, we achieve conservation of angular momentum
across our transfers, something which eluded [1].
Early indications in [1] suggested that APIC might be suitable for simulating high Reynolds fluids due
to favorable retention of vortices, but these properties were not studied further and the question was left
unresolved. One significant drawback of APIC relative to FLIP is that energy is dissipated even when
∆t = 0. We use two dimensional Fourier analysis to investigate dissipation in this important limit. We
investigate dissipation and vortex retention numerically in the general case to quantify the effectiveness of
APIC compared with PIC, FLIP, and XPIC.
Keywords: APIC, PIC, FLIP, MPM, MAC grids, hybrid Lagrangian/Eulerian, particle-grid,
computational fluid dynamics
1. Introduction1
Hybrid particle/grid methods have been used for decades to simulate many different physical phenomena,2
including compressible flow, incompressible flow, plasma physics, computational solids, granular materials,3
and many more [3]. The original hybrid scheme was Particle In Cell (PIC) [4], which was originally devised4
for fluids. PIC worked by mapping particle state to a fixed Eulerian grid, on which forces are computed.5
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The updated grid state is then mapped back to particles. In the original method, these mapping steps were6
done using linear interpolation and nearest-point interpolation. These low-order interpolation strategies were7
critical to the original method, since using smoother interpolation for both transfers produces excessive dis-8
sipation. However, smoother interpolation strategies are important for eliminating cell-crossing instabilities9
[5] and avoiding discontinuities in the flow map derivatives [6]. As a result, the original PIC method was not10
widely adopted.11
A major improvement came with the introduction of Fluid Implicit Particle (FLIP) [7, 8], which mapped12
changes in velocities from the grid to the particles. This broke the cycle of repeated velocity interpolation,13
allowing smoother interpolation kernels to be used while avoiding excessive dissipation. This has led to a14
number of new interpolation kernels, including GIMP [5, 9], CPDI [10, 11]. B-spline interpolation has also15
been shown to work well [6].16
This also greatly improved the angular momentum conservation properties of the particle/grid transfers17
[12, 13]. Indeed, FLIP transfers can be used to implement schemes that conserve momentum, angular18
momentum, and total energy [14, 15]. Another major advance in hybrid methods came with the introduction19
of the Material Point Method (MPM), which extended hybrid methods to handle viscoelastic solids [16, 17].20
Although most hybrid methods today are based on FLIP transfers, such schemes are known to suffer21
from noise caused by numerical instabilities. While all hybrid particle-grid approaches suffer to some degree22
from the finite grid instability [18, 19] (or the ringing instability [20, 21]), these errors are quite prominent23
when FLIP transfers are used. This is particularly true when using MPM [16, 17] for simulating history24
dependent materials. The finite grid instability may be understood as a mismatch between the modes that25
can be represented on particles and the modes that can be represented on the mesh.26
Some explanation and intuition for the causes of these instabilities, as well as ideas for reducing them,27
may also be gleaned by examining the way transfers interact with grid forces. In a PIC-like scheme, particle28
velocities are transferred (interpolated) to the grid, then transferred (interpolated) back to particles at the29
end of the time step. The effect of this repeated interpolation is significant dissipation. If noise is added30
to the particle velocities, the noise is filtered out during the interpolations and also to some degree by the31
physics and grid-based numerical scheme. This makes PIC-like schemes very stable. FLIP transfers back32
velocity differences instead, which avoids the dissipation. If no changes are made to the grid velocities, then33
the particle velocities are unmodified. However, this also makes the scheme respond differently to particle34
noise. If the particle-to-grid transfer operator has a nullspace, then any noise in the nullspace would not35
be transferred to the grid. Since this noise component will not be damped on the grid, no corresponding36
correction will be transferred back to the particles. The noise component is not damped. Typically there37
are many more particles than grid nodes, which means the transfer operator must have a large nullspace38
in which particle noise may persist without damping. Failing to efficiently damp errors introduced during39
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Figure 1: Representative time integration schemes for PIC, FLIP, and APIC. Details of the grid evolution are identical for
each. Note that the transfers are very similar, though APIC includes a few extra steps related to the additional particle state.
Subscripts indicate where quantities like (vi is velocity on the grid; vp is velocity on particles).
integration leads to numerical instability.40
When using FLIP transfers, the particle velocities are not used to move the particle positions; rather,41
particle positions are directly interpolated from the grid. This is equivalent to using an interpolated, PIC42
velocity for position updates. This greatly limits the negative impact of the spurious particle velocities. This43
also means it is possible for a simulation to come to rest with nonzero velocities (See Figure 19). As long as44
the final velocity field is in the transfer operator’s nullspace, the grid velocity will be zero and the particles45
will not move. Despite these issues, FLIP transfers are still most commonly used, particularly for MPM.46
Blends between PIC and FLIP transfers are also a viable alternative [22, 23, 24], using a small amount of47
the PIC solution to dissipate noise that might otherwise accumulate in the FLIP solution.48
Recently, a new transfer called Affine Particle In Cell (APIC) was developed as a PIC-like alternative to49
FLIP [1, 2]. These transfers interpolate information from particles to grid and also from grid to particles, as50
in the original PIC (See Figure 1). To reduce dissipation, the rowspace of the transfer operator is enriched51
by storing velocities and a measure of velocity gradients on particles. (It is worth pointing out that [25] did52
something similar in the context of FLIP transfers, but the benefit in this case was noticeable but relatively53
modest. FLIP is already not very dissipative, and the modifications to the transfers do not reduce the finite54
grid instability.) In doing so, fewer velocity modes are filtered out by the transfers, dramatically reducing55
dissipation. In particular, it is possible to develop APIC schemes that conserve both linear and angular56
momentum in the case of co-located grids [2].57
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Figure 2: Time integration scheme for XPIC of order r. XPIC(1) is equivalent to PIC except for the more accurate grid and
particle position update. Step 4b is repeated for 2 ≤ k ≤ r.
Since the development of APIC, another scheme called XPIC [26] was developed as another compromise58
between the dissipation of PIC and the noise of FLIP. XPIC is a family of schemes that is in many ways a59
blend of PIC and FLIP (and includes PIC as a member). XPIC uses PIC transfers to filter out noise from the60
FLIP solution, unlike a simple blend which merely damps it. XPIC significantly reduces FLIP-style noise,61
but unlike APIC does not eliminate it. In the special case of XPIC(1), the transfer of velocity from grid to62
particle is equivalent to PIC method, but XPIC(1) differs in the position update (See Figure 2). XPIC(1)63
may be considered as an improved PIC. Other regularization strategies have also been employed to mitigate64
the noise caused by FLIP [27].65
Another transfer strategy is moving least squares (MLS) [27], which computes a polynomial best fit to66
transfer velocity information to particles. MLS is capable of high order accuracy but is rather expensive due67
to the need to solve a system of equations per particle for the transfers. Indeed, some variants of APIC may68
be formulated as a PIC-style MLS with polynomial degree one [28, 29].69
Although the focus on APIC transfers has mostly been in the context of MPM, [1] also explored a limited70
extension to MAC grids. In this work, we show that an APIC scheme can be developed for MAC grids that71
also conserves both linear and angular momentum.72
Being a new method, there are many questions about the behavior and utility of APIC that have not73
been explored. In the context of fluids, one important concern is the suitability of PIC for high Reynolds74
number flows. Shedding light on this question in the primary goal of this work.75
We show how a two dimensional Fourier transform can be used to study the dissipation of transfers76
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for MAC-grid-based incompressible fluids, in a similar way to how one dimensional Fourier transforms are77
currently being used for one dimensional MPM. We also show that two dimensional Fourier transform can be78
used to study the interaction between transfers and pressure projection. This makes it possible to compare79
APIC, PIC, FLIP and XPIC in terms of dissipation of two dimensional incompressible flows.80
2. Numerical method81
2.1. Notation82
In this document, we use notation to give hints as to the meaning of symbols. As a general rule, bold83
lowercase symbols (xnp , p
P,n, ea) are vectors, bold uppercase symbols (D
n
pa, I) are matrices, and non-bold84
symbols (wnipa, mp, ∆t, v˜
n+1
ia ) are scalars. We follow the convention that all vector quantities are considered85
to be column vectors unless explicitly transposed. Thus, quantities like ∇p will be treated as column vectors.86
Many symbols use a combination of subscripts and superscripts. Subscripts are used to index grid nodes87
(i, j), particles (p), and spatial dimensions (a, b). We index MAC faces by treating each axis direction as a88
regular grid, which is indexed with ia. The axis direction is denoted as ea. Quantities associated with both89
grid and particle indices have both indices (wnipa). A superscript of n indicates a quantity near the beginning90
of the time step (before forces are applied), and a superscript of n+1 indicates a quantity computed later in91
the time step. Other adornments are used to distinguish quantities that would otherwise get the same name92
(x˜n+1ia vs xn+1ia ) or to denote intermediates (v∗ia). The superscripts P and G indicate global particle-based or93
grid-based quantities (lP,n, lG,n). To avoid confusion, we will never use the summation convention in this94
document; all summation is specified explicitly.95
Note that the indices can be used to unambiguously distinguish quantities on MAC grids (wnipa) from96
those on co-located grids (wnip). Such quantities have the same meaning and differ only in the grid layout97
chosen.98
2.2. Weights99
Hybrid schemes are notable for requiring information to be transferred between particles and a grid.
These transfers are defined using an interpolating kernel, which is assumed to satisfy the partition of unity
and interpolation properties
∑
i
N(xnp − xni ) = 1 ∑
i
xni N(x − xni ) = x (1)
for any x. The kernel N(x) is used to define interpolation weights and weight gradients as wnip = N(xnp −xni )
and ∇wnip = ∇N(xnp − xni ). The properties of N(x) lead to properties for wnip and ∇wnip:
∑
i
wnip = 1 ∑
i
wnipx
n
i = xnp ∑
i
wnip(xni − xnp) = 0 ∑
i
xni (∇wnip)T = I. (2)
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In the case of MAC grids and the proposed time integration, weights are defined independently for each100
axis with w¯nipa = N(xnp − xnia) and wnipa = N(xn+1p − xnia). In our discretization we advance positions before101
transferring particle information to the grid, and the algorithm needs two sets of weights when using FLIP102
or XPIC. We use w¯nipa to denote weights before moving particles and w
n
ipa to denote weights after. It is not103
actually necessary to compute two sets of weights, since wnipa = w¯n+1ipa .104
The x, y, and z faces form regular Cartesian grids that are offset from one another. The same properties
hold independently per axis:
∑
i
wnipa = 1 ∑
i
wnipax
n
ia = xn+1p ∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p ) = 0 ∑
i
xnia(∇wnipa)T = I. (3)
For completeness, the linear, quadratic, and cubic splines we investigate for the kernel Nˆ(x) are:105
linear quadratic cubic
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106
From this, N(x) = Nˆ(x)Nˆ(y) in 2D and N(x) = Nˆ(x)Nˆ(y)Nˆ(z) in 3D.107
2.3. Overview of co-located transfers108
General outlines for a sample algorithm for PIC, FLIP, and APIC with a co-located grid are provided in109
Figure 1. A corresponding outline for XPIC is provided in Figure 2. In each case, the time step begins by110
transferring particle mass mp and momentum mpv
n
p to the grid to produce mass m
n
i and momentum m
n
i v
n
i111
on the grid (steps 1-2). Velocity is computed by dividing the mass from the momentum. This velocity is112
updated on the grid in some way, such as by applying MPM finite element forces (step 3). This results in an113
updated grid velocity v˜n+1i , which is then transferred back to particles, resulting in the new particle velocity114
vn+1p (step 4). Finally, particles are updated to new locations xn+1p by interpolating them from moving grid115
positions x˜n+1i (steps 5-6). Additional steps may be required depending on the specifics of the grid evolution116
algorithm, such as maintaining a deformation gradient (Fnp → Fn+1p ).117
This simple outline is flexible, and many variations have been considered. For example, steps 4-6 may118
be moved to the beginning of the time step; in this case, the transfers may be interpreted as a type of semi-119
Lagrangian advection for an Eulerian algorithm [30]. PIC and FLIP differ only in step 4a, and a PIC/FLIP120
blend may be constructed by interpolating these two velocity updates [22]. A more general form for steps121
4b and 6 in APIC is considered in [2], which allows them to do midpoint rule for their time integration and122
achieve conservation of angular momentum. Viewed as an advection scheme, APIC may be compared to123
[31], which also stores derivative information to reduce diffusion.124
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2.4. APIC for MAC grids125
We begin our treatment of the MAC case by laying out the full time integration scheme. Since we will126
be using our MAC grid for fluids, we discretized the Navier-Stokes equations. We implement a projection127
method, as is typically done with FLIP [22, 30].128
2.4.1. Advection129
In a standard standard MPM discretization, particle positions are updated at the end of the time step.130
If this is done with Chorin splitting, a pressure projection will be used to make the fluid velocity divergence-131
free, after which this velocity will be transferred to particles and moved. The resulting particle velocities are132
not divergence free, and we have observed convergence problems in the resulting scheme.133
Instead, we note that [22] moves particles at the beginning of the time step. This is in line with Chorin
splitting, which projects the advected velocity field, resulting in a divergence-free velocity field at the end
of the time step. To implement this, we delay the position update until the beginning of the next time step
but otherwise compute the update in exactly the same way.
xn+1p =∑
ia
w¯nipaeae
T
a x˜
n
ia = xnp +∆tvnp . (4)
Here we use w¯nipa = N(xnp −xnia) to denote the weights before moving particles, reserving wnipa = N(xn+1p −xnia)134
for the weights after moving particles. ea are axis directions. Note that x˜
n
ia is the quantity x˜
n+1
ia from the135
previous time step. In the case of APIC (or PIC), the second equality holds, and the particles can be moved136
using particle velocities without referencing w¯nipa. Although the XPIC position update is more accurate than137
the PIC update, its use would prevent our APIC transfers from satisfying the APIC properties. Generalized138
APIC transfers [2] could likely be adapted to MAC grids to achieve similar benefits. Since these are more139
complex than the original transfers, we base our transfers on the original APIC transfers and use PIC position140
updates.141
In the case of FLIP and XPIC, we store v˜n+1ia from the previous time step, which allows us to compute142
new positions using the summation. Since this information in not available for the first frame, we perform143
a particle-to-grid transfer to obtain initial velocities for v˜n+1ia . The PIC/APIC update could be used for the144
first time step instead.145
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2.4.2. Particle to grid146
The next step is transferring particle mass mp, velocity v
n
p , and information about velocity derivatives
bnpa from particles to the grid.
mnia =∑
p
wnipamp (5)
Dnpa =∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p )(xnia − xn+1p )T (6)
mniav
n
ia =∑
p
wnipampe
T
a v
n
p +∑
p
wnipamp(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p ) (7)
This looks very similar to the co-located case, but there are some subtle differences. There is one matrix147
Dnpa defined per axis, and b
n
pa is a vector per axis. These vectors may be interpreted as the columns of the148
matrix Bnp that is used in the co-located case. Being a MAC layout, velocities are staggered, and the scalar149
components of velocity vnia are stored at separate locations. Recall that w
n
ipa is computed using the new150
particle positions, which explains the unexpected use of xn+1p in these equations.151
2.4.3. Grid evolution152
We split the grid evolution step into two parts: gravity and pressure. Gravity is applied explicitly:153
v∗ia = vnia+∆tga. We use finite differences to discretize the Poisson equation and perform a velocity projection154
on a MAC grid layout to obtain an incompressible velocity field v∗ia → v˜n+1ia . We assume a constant density ρ155
for the pressure discretization. These steps are performed in exactly the same way as for an Eulerian MAC156
discretization. We assume inviscid Euler, so we do not apply viscosity. Although we have masses on the157
grid, we do not use them for the pressure projection, since doing so causes boiling in the fluid. That is, an158
initially stationary pool of water would develop currents in it.159
2.5. Grid to particle160
After updating grid velocities, we update our final particle data following essentially the same algorithm
as in the co-located case.
vn+1p =∑
ia
wnipav˜
n+1
ia ea (8)
bn+1pa =∑
i
wnipav˜
n+1
ia (xnia − xn+1p ) (9)
x˜n+1ia = xnia +∆tv˜n+1ia ea (10)
Unlike the co-located algorithm, we do not advance positions; we delay this step until the beginning of the161
next time step. In Section 7 we show that these transfers satisfy the original APIC properties.162
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3. Fourier analysis of transfers163
We use Fourier analysis to characterize the dissipation of APIC transfers compared to PIC, FLIP, and164
XPIC transfers. There are two main settings in which this can be explored. The first is by considering a165
round trip from grid to particle and then back to grid. In between these transfers, particles are moved, and166
this step must be ignored to retain linearity. This approach is relatively simple, but it is unable to analyze167
methods like FLIP, which retain information on particles between time steps. The second approach is to168
consider transfers from particles to grid and then back to particles. In this case, other grid steps (pressure169
projection in our case) lie between these two transfers. Since these steps are in general linear, they can be170
included in the analysis. This analysis approach is compatible with FLIP and XPIC, and we use it to draw171
a strong contrast between FLIP and APIC.172
To facilitate Fourier analysis, we must add two assumptions: (a) the domain is periodic and (b) all cells173
have the same particle distribution. Note that (b) does not imply that the particle distribution is regular.174
Particles may be positioned quite irregularly within a cell, but that irregular layout must be the same for175
all cells. Because of (a), it is convenient to treat grid indices as periodic.176
3.1. Grid to particle to grid177
Linear transfer matrix. While the transfers themselves are linear (as functions of velocities), the advection178
step is nonlinear due to the movement of the particles and corresponding changes in interpolation weights.179
For the purposes of analysis, we can eliminate the nonlinearity by considering the limit ∆t → 0. This180
corresponds to transferring from grid to particles and immediately back to the grid and approximates the181
dissipation that results when small time steps are taken. We can then express the grid-to-particle-to-grid182
transfer as a matrix vn+1ia = ∑jbMia,jbv˜n+1jb .183
Axis-independence. Inspecting the definition of the transfers carefully, we see that the axis components184
decouple. We can instead write vn+1ia = ∑jMaij v˜n+1ja , where Mia,jb = Maijδab. That is, each face axis has its185
own separate transfer matrix, but faces in different direction do not affect each other. This is not surprising;186
an object translating in the x direction should not begin moving in the y direction. Since each dimension187
is independent, we can focus on one axis arbitrarily and drop the axis indices. The grid layout is now just188
a regular grid. As such, the analysis in this section applies equally to transfers with a MAC layout and189
transfers with a collocated layout. We can now write vn+1i = ∑jMij v˜n+1j , where Mij is a matrix with as190
many rows and columns as grid nodes.191
Analyzing dissipation with eigenvalues. When we analyze the dissipation of the transfers, it is helpful to192
isolate the dissipation caused by transfers from the dissipation caused by other parts of the evolution, such193
as the pressure projection. For this reason, we consider the consequences of repeating these transfers.194
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The eigenvalues λ of Mij tell us how dissipative the transfers are. Eigenvectors corresponding to λ = 1195
are preserved across the transfer without dissipation. Velocity eigenvectors with 0 < λ < 1 decay due to196
dissipation. Eigenvectors with λ = 0 are eliminated entirely. ∣λ∣ > 1 would indicate instability. Within this197
periodic setup, we observe that Mij is symmetric (each cell affects its left neighbor by the same amount as198
its right neighbor), which leads to real eigenvalues. In practice, we also observe that 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 for all of the199
schemes we consider. λ ≈ 1 is ideal. A velocity mode corresponding an eigenvector with eigenvalue λ decays200
by factor λk, where the exponent k is the number of grid-to-particle-to-grid transfers.201
3.1.1. Fourier analysis202
Circulant. With the periodicity assumptions, the transfer matrix Mij will be tensor product circulant. That203
is, if i = (r, s) and j = (u, v) are grid indices in 2D, then M(r,s),(u,v) = M(r+k,s+m),(u+k,v+m) for any k and204
m, where we make use of the convention of treating the indices as periodic. This just says that the transfer205
operator appears the same for all cells, which is expected since all cells are indistinguishable. From this, we206
conclude that Mij has the special structure M(r,s),(u,v) = cr−u,s−v, where ci is the 0th column of Mij . This207
is the multidimensional analog of a circulant matrix.208
Eigenvalues from Fourier transform. A tensor product circulant matrix is diagonalized by a multidimensional209
Fourier transform in exactly the same way that a circulant matrix is diagonalized by a Fourier transform.210
The eigenvalues of Mij can be computed as the multidimensional Fourier transform of its column ci. The211
Fourier transform conveniently identifies one eigenvalue λi with each grid node i, which provides a convenient212
visual representation of the eigenvalues in 2D. This is the basis for Figure 3. Fourier analysis has been used213
to analyze hybrid schemes before in 1D (e.g., in [26]), but as far as we are aware we are the first to adopt214
it as a tool in higher dimensions. This generalization is important, since incompressible flow is trivial in 1D215
and vortices do not exist in 1D.216
Computing ci. While it is possible to work out ci and Mij analytically (and we have done so in a few cases),217
the results are not enlightening. Instead, we compute ci numerically by performing the transfers on a velocity218
field containing a single nonzero entry. The multidimensional Fourier transform of the result gives us the219
eigenvalues.220
3.1.2. Eigenvalue images221
Sparsity of ci. The next useful observation is that ci is very sparse; the nonzero entries in ci are at most a222
few cells away from the nonzero entry in the velocity field. That is, ci = crs = 0 for ∣r∣ > w or ∣s∣ > w, where223
w here is the width of the stencil. Note that we are using crs = c(r,s) as a convenient shorthand. w ≤ 3 for224
all of our splines (linear, quadratic, cubic) and transfers (APIC, FLIP, PIC, XPIC).225
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Figure 3: Eigenvalue images for PIC and APIC using 4 particles per cell and linear, quadratic, or cubic splines.
Resolution-independence of ci. Next, we observe that the nonzero entries of ci do not depend on the resolution226
provided the grid size m × n is large enough (m,n ≥ 2w + 1). The transfers are local, so the nonzero entries227
of ci cannot depend on the number of grid cells. Since ∆x has units of length but the entries of ci are228
dimensionless, the entries of ci must be independent of ∆x. This resolution-independence means that high-229
resolution images are cheap to compute, since they only require a moderate number of very low resolution230
transfers to deduce ci followed by a full-resolution multidimensional Fourier transform.231
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues for PIC (P) and APIC (A), with 4, 9, or 64 particles per cell and linear (L), quadratic (Q), and cubic (C)
interpolation splines. Only the 4 particles per cell case is shown for quadratic and cubic splines; the others are indistinguishable.
The most important part of the plot is the top left near (0,1), which corresponds to scale factor for larger scale vortices. For
reference, λ(0.10,0.10) is the decay factor for a vortex 5 grid cells in diameter. λ(0.05,0.05) is the decay factor for a vortex
10 grid cells in diameter. Values closer to one are dissipated less. In the right plot, the region near (x,λ) = (0,1) is magnified
with and (x,1 − λ) plotted using logarithmic scales. In this plot, the order of falloff in dissipation as a function of vortex size
manifests as the slope of the curve. For reference, lines with slopes 2 and 4 are included in the plot. Note that the orders are 2
for PIC and 4 for APIC, consistent with the analysis in Section 3.1.6.
Explicit form of eigenvalues. The eigenvalues λi = λrs are given by the Fourier transform
λrs = m∑
u=0
n∑
v=0 cuve
2piiru
m e
2piisv
n = w∑
u=−w
w∑
v=−w cuve
2piiru
m e
2piisv
n (11)
This gives us the eigenvalues for any size grid. If we index λ(x, y) instead with rational numbers in the
range − 1
2
≤ x, y < 1
2
, where x = r
m
and y = s
n
.
λ(x, y) = w∑
u=−w
w∑
v=−w cuve2piixue2piiyv (12)
Observe that this does not depend on the resolutionm×n of the grid. Indeed, we can treat this as a continuous232
function for eigenvalues. The eigenvalues for any finite resolution are obtained by sampling the appropriate233
location within the continuous map. The map is symmetric, with λ(x, y) = λ(−x, y) = λ(x,−y) = λ(−x,−y).234
The constant mode corresponds to λ(0,0) and lies in the middle of the image. This is how the images shown235
in Figures 3 are constructed.236
3.1.3. Numerical study - regular seeding237
In the first study, we compute eigenvalue images corresponding to a range of parameters. We test PIC238
and APIC transfers using linear, quadratic, and cubic splines (Figure 3). In each ease, we seed with 4239
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(b) Single particle seed locations.
Figure 5: Guides for Figures 4 and 6. The particle seed locations indicate where the particles were located for Figure 6. The
center black dot corresponds to placing the particle at the location of the grid degree of freedom.
particles per cell using either regular seeding (particles seeding in a regular grid pattern) or irregular seeding240
(4 particles in a blue noise pattern, with all cells having the same arrangement of particles). In each case,241
low-frequency modes lie in the center of the image. Dark red modes are near 1, and black modes are near242
zero, with colors assigned on a logarithmic scale according to the color bars shown with the images. (All of243
the eigenvalue images are shown with the same color scale, which is repeated for convenience.) Images with244
larger red regions near the middle are less dissipative. From the images, we see that APIC is dramatically less245
dissipative than PIC. Comparing across splines, we see that dissipation increases with spline order. This is246
not particularly surprising, since higher order splines interpolate over a larger range. The difference between247
cubic and quadratic splines is quite modest, and we do not see a strong motivation to prefer one over the248
other on grounds of dissipation.249
To make the differences between the methods easier to see, 1D cross sections from these eigenvalue images250
are shown in Figures 4. The location of the cross sections are illustrated in Figure 5a. For reference, the251
results are shown for linear splines with 4, 9, and 64 particles per cell to illustrate the sampling dependence252
for linear splines. Quadratic and cubic splines are not sensitive to sampling density. The curves for these253
splines at higher sampling density have been omitted since they overlap the corresponding curve at 4 particles254
per cell. Note that λ(x,0) = λ(0, x) due to symmetry of the particle distribution. The difference in damping255
is especially visible in the zoomed-in versions of these plots. Observe that APIC remains very close to 1 for256
much larger x than PIC due to the extra zero derivatives at the origin.257
3.1.4. Numerical study - irregular seeding258
Our second eigenvalue image study shows the sensitivity of transfers to particle positioning within a259
cell. In these tests, we use one particle per cell placed in one of the positions shown in Figure 5b. The260
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Figure 6: Eigenvalues for APIC and PIC, with linear, quadratic, and cubic splines and one particle per cell. The curve colors
indicate the location of the particle in a cell, which are shown in Figure 5b. The particle position dependence decreases as the
interpolation order increases, and this dependence is somewhat more pronounced for APIC.
center (black) point corresponds to putting the particle at the grid degree of freedom location. The red261
location corresponds to offsetting half a grid cell diagonally away from the degrees of freedom. Because262
of symmetry, we can restrict our samples to half of one quadrant. Each cell has one particle in the same263
location. Results are shown in Figure 6. As one might expect, one generally observes that particle position264
dependence decreases as interpolation order increases. Consistent with the above analysis, eigenvalues are265
larger for APIC than PIC, reflecting its reduced dissipation. One may regard these curves as representing266
(approximately) the range of possible eigenvalues that may result from a particular type of transfer (PIC,267
APIC) with a particular interpolation kernel (linear, quadratic, cubic). The eigenvalue plots for multiple268
particles are an average of the plots for each particle individually. Thus, it is possible to place bounds on269
how much dissipation is possible independent of the particle distribution. Of course, the distribution is still270
the same in each cell, so this should be taken as a guide rather than as a hard bound.271
This approach to analyzing the effects irregular seeding, though informative, is still quite limited. Every272
cell has the same number of particles in the same locations, so the overall particle distribution is still very273
regular. Indeed, Fourier analysis is only possible because of this overall regularity. A globally irregular274
seeding may still yield eigenvalues (and thus produce dissipation) that is different from what is seen in this275
analysis. Tiling the particle distribution over a larger block size (for example, having a fixed irregular particle276
distribution within each 2×2 block of grid cells) would provide a tradeoff between sampling a more irregular277
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particle distribution and the ability to apply Fourier analysis. This would produce 8 eigenvalue images with278
half the resolution of the original since Fourier analysis must now be performed over blocks. We do not purse279
this strategy here.280
3.1.5. Taylor-Green vortex281
In this analysis, we are particularly interested in understanding the tendency for transfers to damp out282
vorticity. Our model for a vortex is the Taylor-Green vortex, which has a convenient representation in terms283
of Fourier basis modes. They are also an analytic solution to the Navier-Stokes equations. This makes it an284
ideal model for studying dissipation.285
Let the physical dimensions of our domain be [−pi,pi]× [−pi,pi] and assume that the resolution is square,
with m = n. The Taylor-Green vortex is given by
v(x, y) = ⟨− sin(ax) cos(ay), cos(ax) sin(ay)⟩, (13)
where a is an integer that determines the scale of the vortex. This represents a 2a×2a checkerboard pattern
of vortices which alternate between rotating clockwise and counterclockwise. An example of a Taylor-Green
vortex is shown in Figure 7a. Larger a correspond to larger numbers of smaller vortices. Stretched vortices
may also be considered,
v(x, y) = ⟨− sin(ax) cos(by), cos(ax) sin(by)⟩, (14)
with different scales on x and y, but these are not solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations. They are,286
however, conveniently expressed in Fourier modes.287
Location of Taylor-Green eigenvalues in image. The Fourier mode with wavenumber (k1, k2) is e2piixk1e2piiyk2 .288
Observe that the Taylor-Green vortex v(x, y) is a linear combination of the four modes (±a,±a). The cor-289
responding eigenvalues are λ(x, y) = λ(± a
m
,± a
n
). The location of Taylor-Green modes is shown in Figure 7b290
for a few sample values of a and resolutions.291
Scaling of Taylor-Green. Due to symmetry, these four eigenvalues are all equal. Thus, the Taylor-Green292
vortex is transferred into a scaled copy of itself. The factor by which it is reduced is λ( a
m
, a
n
). Note that293
as the resolution m × n is increased, ( a
m
, a
n
) → (0,0). The key to understanding the behavior of vortices294
under refinement is thus understood by examining the behavior of λ(x, y) near (0,0). We will use the295
differentiability of λ(x, y) to characterize λ(x, y) near (0,0) in Section 3.1.6.296
On the other hand, a Taylor-Green vortex of a fixed resolution (e.g., 8 grid cells across) corresponds to297
a fixed place in the eigenvalue image (λ(± 1
16
,± 1
16
) in this case). The eigenvalue image thus gives a direct298
indication of the number of pixels required to resolve a Taylor-Green vortex with a specified amount of299
dissipation. This is not surprising, since the local dissipation of a vortex should not depend on how large the300
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(a) An example of Taylor-Green vortex on [−pi,pi]2 with
a = 1 and b = 1
−0.3 0.0 0.3−0.3
0.0
0.3
(b) Fourier modes of Taylor-Green vortices overlaid on
transfer eigenvalues. The location and color of the dots
indicate the size (8 pixels: white, 16 pixels: black, 32
pixels: green) of Taylor-Green vortex.
Figure 7: Taylor-Green vortex and its Fourier modes
overall computational domain is. Some Fourier modes corresponding to Taylor-Green vortices are shown in301
Figure 7b.302
3.1.6. Dissipation under refinement303
In this section, we analyze how the dissipation of Taylor-Green vortices (and stretched vortices) changes304
under refinement. Fix an initial resolution m×n and a stretched Taylor-Green vortex (a, b). Each round trip305
transfer scales this vortex by λ( a
m
, b
n
). Next, lets scale the resolution to qm× qn. As noted in Section 3.1.5,306
for λ( a
qn
, a
qn
) → λ(0,0) as q → ∞. Since all of the transfers under consideration preserve constant velocity307
fields, λ(0,0) = 1. Approximating λ(x, y) by a Taylor series and noting 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, we have λ( a
qn
, a
qn
) ≈ 1−cq−γ .308
This approximation corresponds to the first γ − 1 mixed partial derivatives of λ(x, y) vanishing at (0,0). It309
can be shown that γ = 2 for PIC and 3 ≤ γ ≤ 4 for APIC. APIC achieves γ = 4 for quadratic and cubic splines310
due to the special properties of those splines. The constant c depends on many things, including the layout311
of the particles.312
Under spatial refinement (as q → ∞), we must take more time steps. Assume that ∆t = c2∆xκ, where
likely values include κ ∈ {1, 3
2
,2}. Thus, even though dissipation is less at higher resolution, the transfers
must be repeated more often. The net dissipation λ is thus
λ ≈ (1 − cq−γ)Tqκ ≈ 1 − c3qκ−γ = 1 − c4∆xγ−κ (15)
Thus, for first order convergence, we must have γ ≥ κ + 1, since otherwise dissipation alone creates an error313
greater than first order. For PIC, this limits us to κ = 1. This rules out explicit surface tension (κ = 3
2
).314
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On the other other extreme, APIC with quadratic or cubic splines gives 4 − κ, which is compatible with315
third order accuracy with ∆t = O(∆x) and with second order accuracy with ∆t = O(∆x2). An interesting316
consequence of this appears to be that APIC cannot be the basis of a method that is higher than third order317
accurate in space. The predicted dissipation orders of 2 for PIC and 4 for APIC are observed numerically318
in Figure 4.319
3.2. Particle to grid to particle320
Limitations of grid-particle-grid. The grid-particle-grid view of transfers is convenient since its results are321
concisely described by a single image. This image tells us how dissipative transfers are in the limit ∆t → 0.322
Unfortunately, the grid-particle-grid path is not linear for FLIP, since new particle velocities ultimately323
depend on old particle velocities.324
Particle-grid-particle. An alternative way to examine dissipation is to start with information on particles and325
simulate the steps that occur until we transfer velocities back to particles. Since none of the methods store326
state on the grid, this avoids the problem with the grid-particle-grid view for FLIP. The particle-grid-particle327
view, however, is quite a bit more complicated. This path includes the pressure projection step, which mixes328
velocity components in different directions. When each cell gets the same particle distribution, all cells are329
indistinguishable; the particles within a cell will all be distinguishable unless the particle distribution within330
a cell is highly symmetrical. In the case of APIC, the Bnp matrices must also be considered as degrees of331
freedom. In 2D with p particles per cell, each cell will contribute d = 2p degrees of freedom for PIC an FLIP332
but d = 6p for APIC. Rather than a transfer operator Mij that is a scalar per grid node, we must consider333
our operator to be M(ia)(jb), where a and b run over the d degrees of freedom per cell.334
Pressure step is required. If we ignore the complications introduced by pressure projection and just do the335
transfers as we did before, then we run into a different problem. If we make no changes to the grid velocity336
before transferring back to particles, then FLIP will map back a zero difference. The resulting particle-grid-337
particle map is an identity map, which does not tell us anything interesting about the transfers. To get any338
useful insight into FLIP, we must include pressures.339
Including pressure. We note that pressure projection is linear and is also conveniently diagonalized by the340
Fourier transform. These properties make it compatible with our analysis. (Viscosity also shares these341
properties, and one could include it in the analysis. Since our interest is in the inviscid case, we do not do342
this.) The pressure projection introduces another complication: the particle-grid-particle map is no longer343
sparse. This simply means the transfers and Poisson solve must be done at the resolution of the final image,344
which is not a significant problem. Although pressure projection is very convenient to perform directly in345
Fourier space, we apply pressure using the same central difference discretization we use for simulation.346
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3.2.1. Analysis procedure347
Block tensor product circulant. In the grid-particle-grid case, we were able to reduce the problem to one348
degree of freedom per cell. The resulting transfer Mij was tensor product circulant and could be diagonalized349
with a multidimensional Fourier transform. The situation is now more complicated, since each cell has d350
degrees of freedom associated with it. The matrix M(ia)(jb) is still block tensor product circulant in the351
indices i, j, but not in a, b. That is, if i = (r, s) and j = (u, v) are grid indices in 2D, then M(r,s,a),(u,v,b) =352
M(r+k,s+m,a),(u+k,v+m,b) for any k and m. Rather than diagonalizing the matrix, the Fourier transform will353
bring the matrix into a block-diagonal structure.354
Constructing and representing the operator. The first column of this operator no longer suffices to represent355
the entire operator, but the first d columns do. That is, M(r,s,a),(u,v,b) = cr−u,s−v,a,b. The columns ciab are356
obtained by initializing all particle velocity degrees of freedom to zero, except particle velocity degree of357
freedom b in the first grid cell. This is repeated for each of the d degrees of freedom b in the first cell.358
Diagonalization procedure. Although the matrix M(ia)(jb) is no longer fully diagonalizable by Fourier trans-
forms, Fourier transforms can still be used to render it block diagonal with d × d blocks. By computing d2
multidimensional Fourier transforms, we have
βrsab = m∑
u=0
n∑
v=0 cuvabe
2piiru
m e
2piisv
n (16)
The βrsab are the diagonal blocks. It associates to every grid cell i = (r, s) a matrix Nab = βrsab. The359
eigenvalues of the d × d matrices Nab are the eigenvalues of M(ia)(jb). Since d is relatively small, we simply360
compute the eigenvalues of these blocks directly. This procedure computes the m × n × d eigenvalues of361
M(ia)(jb) and conveniently associates d eigenvalues to every cell based on frequency.362
Visualization. In the grid-particle-grid case, we had a single eigenvalue per grid cell, which we were able363
to plot conveniently as an image. In the particle-grid-particle case, we now have d eigenvalues with no364
particular ordering. We sort the d eigenvalues in each cell by magnitude and construct d images. The365
smallest eigenvalue in each cell corresponds to the first image, the second smallest eigenvalues correspond to366
the second image, and so on. The visualizations of the results for all methods are shown in Figure 8.367
3.2.2. Analysis results - PIC and APIC368
The results that are obtained for PIC and APIC are quite simple and easily understood. The image369
formed from the largest eigenvalue is the same image that is constructed in the grid-particle-grid case. The370
image formed from the second-largest eigenvalue is 1 in the center and zero elsewhere. All of the remaining371
images are zero.372
To see why this is the case, lets consider the three steps involved in the construction of the operator373
M = APB, where B is the transfer from particle to grid, P is the pressure projection, and A is the transfer374
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from grid to particle. We can transform this into Fourier space, in which case we can write Mˆ = AˆPˆ Bˆ,375
where hats represent the individual operators in Fourier space. Observe that each of these operators is376
block-diagonal, with one block per grid cell. Each block Aˆ is d × 2, Pˆ is 2 × 2, and Bˆ is 2 × d. Thus, M377
has rank at most 2. This explains why only two images are nonzero; the d − 2 zero images correspond to378
nullspace modes of the particle to grid transfer.379
Next, we turn to the first two images. Observe that Mˆ = AˆPˆ Bˆ and Nˆ = BˆAˆPˆ have the same nonzero380
eigenvalues with the same multiplicity. (Indeed, if u is a vector with nonzero eigenvalue λ, then λu = Mˆu =381
AˆPˆ Bˆ. v = Bˆu is an eigenvector of Nˆ , since Nˆv = BˆAˆPˆ Bˆu = λBˆu = λv. Observe that λ ≠ 0 implies v ≠ 0. It is382
also easy to see that distinct eigenvectors of Mˆ for the same nonzero eigenvalue map to distinct eigenvectors383
of Nˆ .)384
The operator Nˆ = BˆAˆPˆ is composed of two pieces. Recall that BA is the grid-particle-grid transfer385
operator. The blocks of BˆAˆ, which I denote using subscripts as (BˆAˆ)i = BˆiAˆi must be of the form λiI,386
where λi was the eigenvalue computed for that cell in the grid-particle-grid case. Thus, Nˆi = λiPˆi.387
For i = (0,0), Pˆi = Pˆ(0,0) = I, since the constant translation modes are divergence free. Since constant388
translation is preserved by PIC and APIC, λ(0,0) = 1. This explains why the middle pixel of both images389
corresponds to eigenvalue 1.390
For any other i ≠ (0,0), Pˆi = I − iiTiT i is a rank-one projection operator with eigenvalues 0 and 1. The391
eigenvalues of Nˆi are 0 and λi. Since the largest eigenvalue is always λi, the image of maximum eigenvalues392
is the same as the grid-particle-grid case. The second eigenvalue of Pˆi being 1 for the middle and 0 elsewhere393
explains the image for the second-to-largest eigenvalue. Although the projection was actually performed394
with the finite difference stencil, the images look the same.395
3.2.3. Analysis results - FLIP396
The results for FLIP are very different. In this case, all images but one are identically 1. The only397
nontrivial image is filled with the smallest eigenvalues and is shown in the last row of Figure 8.398
The explanation for the images with eigenvalue 1 everywhere is similar to the reason for the trivial399
images for PIC and APIC. One of the trivial images corresponds to the modes that are transferred to the400
grid, resulting in nonzero divergence-free velocity fields that are unaffected by the pressure projection. Since401
no grid velocity change occurs, FLIP behaves as the identity map on these modes. The other trivial images402
correspond to null modes of the particle to grid transfer. These produce a zero grid velocity, which is403
unchanged by pressure. In the case of FLIP, however, the grid velocity difference (zero) is mapped back,404
resulting in no change. The operator behaves as the identity map on these modes.405
That leaves the nontrivial mode. This appears qualitatively similar to the nontrivial modes observe for406
PIC, except that it is inverted and has a single pixel corresponding to eigenvalue 1 in the middle. (Compare407
with Figure 6.) This is the mode corresponding to the pressure projection. The eigenvalue 1 in the middle408
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PIC ⋯
⋆
APIC ⋯
⋆
XPIC(2) ⋯
⋆
XPIC(3) ⋯
⋆
XPIC(5) ⋯
⋆
XPIC(35) ⋯
⋆
FLIP ⋯
⋆
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Figure 8: Eigenvalues for particle-grid-particle transfers, with 4 particles per cell and quadratic splines. Some trivial
eigenvalue images are omitted. Images with a “⋆” have a red dot in the center of the image (constant velocity mode). The
dissipation of APIC is approximately between XPIC(2) and XPIC(3). The dissipation of XPIC(m) improves significantly with
order. In exchange, XPIC(m) lets through some undesirable modes (second column), which is minimal for low orders but grows
steadily with m. The general behavior of FLIP is radically different from XPIC(m) or APIC; it lets through almost everything.
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corresponds to the constant velocity being divergence free. In the case of PIC and APIC, the rest of the409
image would be black, since all other divergent modes should be projected out. In the case of FLIP, however,410
this is not so. For low-frequency modes, the image appears black, and these divergent modes are projected411
well. Higher frequency modes, however, do not readily survive the transfer to the grid. Since only a relatively412
small portion of the high-frequency velocity modes survive to the grid, only that small amount of velocity413
can be projected out by the pressure solve. Since only a small grid change was made, only a small change414
is made to the particle. The result is that high-frequency divergent velocity modes on particles are not415
efficiently projected. This goes some way towards explaining why updating FLIP particle positions with416
particle velocities produces very bad results; in addition to the particle velocities being noisy, the velocity417
field on the particles is not even divergence free.418
3.3. Analysis results - XPIC419
In XPIC, all but two eigenvalues are all zero; this is related to the nullspace of XPIC transfer. This is420
an immediate improvement from FLIP, since the amount of noise that can survive on particles is already421
drastically reduced. In this way, XPIC is far more like PIC or APIC than it is like FLIP. The largest of the422
nontrivial eigenvalues is similar to APIC, and the eigenvalue improves as the XPIC order increases. XPIC(1)423
matches PIC, since the schemes are the same. The dissipation of APIC lies somewhere between XPIC(2) and424
XPIC(3). For higher orders, XPIC is significantly less dissipative than APIC. In practice, XPIC is typically425
run at XPIC(2) or XPIC(5), with the latter being significantly less dissipative than APIC.426
When we start looking at the second largest eigenvalue, we see that the reduced dissipation of XPIC427
comes at a minor cost in the effectiveness of projection. Because XPIC performs particle-to-grid and grid-428
to-particle transfers repeatedly without projecting divergent modes, these divergent modes can be present429
in the particle velocity. These modes are not removed by pressure projection and their frequency response430
appear as “halo” in the other nontrivial eigenvalue (see the XPIC rows in Figure 8). Even by XPIC(3), some431
of these halo eigenvalue are already larger than 0.4. Practically, this means that particle divergence may432
persist for several time steps, but it cannot accumulate over time. It should be noted that XPIC was not433
constructed as a transfer scheme for incompressible fluids, so the interplay between transfers and projection434
was not a consideration during its development.435
4. Implementation notes436
4.1. Extrapolation437
When a boundary is not periodic, transfers will require information from outside the fluid domain. We438
handle this by extrapolating information into the ghost region. For all transfer algorithms, extrapolation439
happens before the grid-to-particle transfer and after the particle-to-grid transfer.440
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xpxp
xia = xia
xia xia
xia xia
Figure 9: Grid or particle attributes (solid) and their reflected counterparts (hollow). Faces on the boundary are their own
reflections. The hatched sides indicate the inside domain.
Reflected particles. Consider two physical scenarios. In the first we have particles that are moving towards a441
solid wall, which causes them to stop moving normal to the wall and slide tangentially along it. In the second442
scenario, the wall is missing but instead a mirror image of the particles is added on the other side of the wall.443
The particles will move towards the plane where the wall was and collide with each other, resulting in them444
sliding tangentially along where the wall was. The results is these two cases are the same. We can therefore445
mimic the effects of colliding with a wall by simply mirroring the particles on the other side. We do not446
actually create extra particles outside; we simply perform a touch up after doing particle-to-grid transfers447
so that they behave as if there were reflected particles. The corrections depend on the type of boundary448
condition and are simple modifications that are applied to the grid in a thin layer near the boundary. These449
take the form of adding data that was transferred into the ghost region to the reflected location inside,450
possibly with a change of sign.451
We use a bar over a quantity to denote its corresponding reflected counterpart across the grid boundary.452
For example, xia and xp are the locations of reflected grid faces and particles. For contrast, xia and xp are453
the reflected locations of a grid face and a particle. Since we only perform this reflection across grid faces,454
reflecting the location of one face always results in the location of another face. We are thus justified in455
defining xia = xia and xp = xp. Note that the particle represented by p is only conceptual and for derivation456
purposes; we do not actually construct these particles.457
They are shown in Figure 9. Since the basis functions are invariant to reflections, the weight generated
from reflected particle to the inside domain index, wipa = N(xia − xp) = N(xia − xp) = N(xia − xp) = wipa.
Similarly we also have wipa = wipa. Consider a general grid attribute qia (which could be mass or a component
of velocity, momentum, or force) inside the domain consists of contributions from internal particles and
reflected particles. We want the reflected value to be qp = bqp + cp, where b = ±1 and cp depend on the type
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of attribute and boundary conditions (See Figure 10). Assuming for simplicity a PIC transfer,
qia =∑
p
wipaqp +∑
p
wipaqp =∑
p
wipaqp +∑
p
wipa(bqp + cp)
qia =∑
p
wipaqp +∑
p
wipaqp =∑
p
wipaqp +∑
p
wipa(bqp + cp)
bqia =∑
p
wipabqp +∑
p
wipa(qp + bcp) = qia −∑
p
wipacp + b∑
p
wipacp
Compare these with the grid values qˆia that would be if no reflected particles were used.
qˆia =∑
p
wipaqp qˆia =∑
p
wipaqp
In the case b = 1 and cp = 0, these rules amount to qia = qia = qˆia + qˆia. That is, simply copy the ghost458
values into the interior, and then copy these values back into the ghost region. In the case b = −1 and cp = 0,459
qia = −qia = qˆia − qˆia. This is implemented by subtracting ghost values from the inside values, then copying460
the inside data to the ghost region with a sign flip. Notice that these rules are very simple grid-based fixes461
that only need to be applied near the boundary.462
The case cp ≠ 0 is only needed for inhomogeneous boundary conditions, which are only relevant for
velocities. In this case, we would be enforcing v = vbc at the boundary. However, we actually transfer
momentum from particles to grid, not velocity directly. Thus, we must reflect about the desired value of
momentum for the particles, cp = 2vbcmp. Applied to the transfer rules, we see
qia =∑
p
wipaqp +∑
p
wipa(bqp + cp) = qˆia + bqˆia +∑
p
wipa2vbcmp = qˆia + bqˆia + 2miavbc
bqia = qia −∑
p
wipa2vbcmp + b∑
p
2wipavbcmp = qia + 2(bmˆia − mˆia)vbc,
where mˆia also refers to velocity before the boundary condition treatment has been applied. The same463
correction rules can be obtained for APIC transfers by defining bpa appropriately.464
We use b = 1 and cp = 0 for (1) masses, (2) free surface momentum transfers, and (3) the tangential465
components of momentum transfers for slip boundary conditions. We use b = −1 and cp = 0 for (1) no-466
slip boundary conditions and (2) normal components of momentum transfers for slip boundary conditions.467
See Figure 10. We use cp ≠ 0 for inhomogeneous velocity boundary conditions. We perform this kind of468
extrapolation for mass and momentum after the particle-to-grid transfer.469
We also perform extrapolation after forces are applied. Ideally, velocities should continue to satisfy470
appropriate boundary conditions after forces have been applied. This is accomplished by extrapolating471
forces using the homogeneous version of the same boundary condition applied to velocities. For our analytic472
body force, no modifications should be made to the for inside region, since these forces are analytic and thus473
correct. We do, however, extrapolate the inside values to the ghost region.474
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(a) Slip (b) No-Slip (c) Free surface
Figure 10: Reflecting velocities across the boundary in different ways mimics different types of boundary conditions. The
hatched side indicates the inside domain. The hollow circles are reflected particles.
There is another extrapolation performed after grid evolution, since the grid-to-particle transfers will475
read from the ghost region. As with analytical forces, we leave the interior values alone (the pressure476
projection boundary conditions ensure that the interior values already satisfying the boundary conditions)477
but extrapolate the interior values to the ghost regions according to the boundary condition type. This step478
is especially important with FLIP transfers, since FLIP will compute the velocity difference based on current479
and previous velocity, which has been already extrapolated.480
We also note that there will be overlapped access at the corners of ghost region. The extrapolation481
rules for each direction are compatible with each other, this is just a matter of correct implementation.482
Accumulate ghost data into the interior first, then extrapolate it back to the ghost region as a second pass.483
4.2. Cut-cell formulation484
Some of our tests include irregular objects. For these tests we use the more accurate pressure projection485
formulation of [32]. The objects are represented by a level set on grid nodes. Nodes not in an object are in486
fluid. MAC faces hold valid velocity degrees of freedom if any of their nodes are in fluid. MAC cells hold487
valid pressures if any of their nodes are in fluid. Note that if a MAC face is valid then both neighboring cells488
are also valid. See Figure 11. This discretization is just the regular central differencing stencil away from489
objects. Since our objects do not touch the domain walls, we handle domain wall boundary conditions as in490
the finite differencing discretization.491
Three concerns must be addressed for this layout to be valid. (1) Valid velocities must be available492
at all MAC faces being projected. Each valid face has at least one valid node. Provided the geometry493
is adequately resolved on the grid, this valid node will have a cell that is entirely inside fluid; reseeding494
will guarantee that this cell has particles. All of these particles will contribute to the velocity on the face495
being considered provided the transfer stencil is at least as wide as the quadratic stencil. (2) Valid faces496
must have valid pressures on either side (except at the domain walls) so that the pressure gradient can be497
applied. Our discretization has this property as noted above. (3) We must have enough valid grid velocities498
to transfer back to particles. This is not normally true for us, and the way we handle this determines the499
type of boundary condition we enforce. If the object has no-slip boundary conditions, then we set the invalid500
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Figure 11: Cut-cell layout for our degrees of freedom. Red nodes are inside the fluid. Blue cell centers contain pressure degrees
of freedom during the pressure projection. The green triangles are MAC faces where fluid velocities are being projected.
velocities inside the object with the object’s velocity. If the object has no-slip boundary conditions, then we501
do moving least squares transfers as described below.502
4.3. Moving least squares503
APIC transfers may be formulated as Moving Least Squares (MLS) [28, 29] by expressing the transfers as
a least squares optimization. If there is only one particle p and we were doing co-located APIC transfers, then
a grid-to-particle-to-grid (v˜n+1i → vn+1i ) with ∆t = 0 (so that wn+1ip = wnip and xn+1p = xnp ) can be expressed as
vn+1p =∑
i
wnipv˜
n+1
i B
n+1
p =∑
i
wnipv˜
n+1
i (xni − xnp)T Dn+1p =∑
i
wnip(xni − xnp)(xni − xnp)T
mn+1i = wnipmp Cn+1p = Bn+1p (Dn+1p )−1 mn+1i vn+1i = wnipmp(vn+1p +Cn+1p (xni − xnp))
The same vn+1p and Cn+1p are obtained by choosing vn+1p and Cn+1p to minimize the objective
E =∑
i
wnip∥vn+1i − v˜n+1i ∥2 =∑
i
wnip∥vn+1p +Cn+1p (xni − xnp) − v˜n+1i ∥2.
That is, the particle data is chosen so that the round trip transfer preserves the grid velocity field in a
weighted least squares sense. The nice part about this formulation is that it makes sense when some data
is invalid. Let si = 1 for valid nodes and si = 0 for invalid nodes. Then, vn+1p and Cn+1p can be chosen to
minimize
E =∑
i
siw
n
ip∥vn+1p +Cn+1p (xni − xnp) − v˜n+1i ∥2.
If Bn+1p is used for state, then it can be computed with
Dn+1p =∑
i
siw
n
ip(xni − xnp)(xni − xnp)T Bn+1p =Cn+1p Dn+1p
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For MAC transfers, a similar minimization problem can be formulated as
E =∑
ia
siaw
n
ipa(eTa vn+1p + (cn+1pa )T (xnia − xnp) − v˜n+1ia )2,
This leads to the following algorithm. First, compute the intermediates
qpa =∑
i
siaw
n
ipa gpa =∑
i
siaw
n
ipa(xnia − xnp) Dn+1pa =∑
i
siaw
n
ipa(xnia − xnp)(xnia − xnp)T
upa =∑
ia
siaw
n
ipav˜
n+1
ia hpa =∑
ia
siaw
n
ipa(xnia − xnp)v˜n+1ia
Then, solve a linear system and compute bn+1pa and vn+1p .
⎛⎜⎝qpa g
T
pa
gpa D
n+1
pa
⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝ ypacn+1pa
⎞⎟⎠ =
⎛⎜⎝upahpa
⎞⎟⎠ bn+1pa =Dn+1pa cn+1pa vn+1p =∑a ypaea.
This linear system is symmetric positive semidefinite but may be singular if insufficient valid data is available;504
it should be solved in the minimum norm least squares sense. The linear system is only 4 × 4 in 3D, so this505
algorithm is quite efficient. One may see that this algorithm decays into the usual transfers when all velocities506
are valid (sia = 1). In this case, qpa = 1, g = 0, upa = ypa = eTa vn+1p , and hpa = bn+1pa .507
4.4. Reseeding508
To correct the particle coverage, we reseed the particles in a similar way to [30]. For each cell the number509
of particles are counted and if it is below 2 we randomly sample new particles in the cell so that the number of510
particles meet the minimum requirement. The velocities for the new particles are interpolated from the grid.511
For a cell which is partially occupied by an object, we reject the sample positions that are inside the object.512
If the number of particles in a cell exceeds 2d+1 where d is the dimension, we randomly select particles for513
removal. We perform a particle-to-grid transfer if any new particles are added to ensure consistency between514
particles and grid. This extra transfer is only necessary for XPIC, but we perform it for all transfers to keep515
the evolution as similar as possible.516
4.5. Grid forces517
We use the body force in the Navier-Stokes equations as a forcing term to make chosen velocity and
pressure fields into analytic solutions. This is done by substituting the velocity and pressure (assuming zero
viscosity) into the equations:
f = ∂v
∂t
+∇v ⋅ v + 1
ρ
∇p.
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5. Numerical examples518
5.1. Convergence519
To demonstrate the correctness of the APIC transfers, as well as the correctness of the PIC and FLIP
versions of the scheme used for comparison, we perform some simple convergence tests. All velocity errors
are reported using the grid velocity at the end of the time step v˜n+1ia as well as using the particle velocities
at the end of the time step vn+1p . For each test, we report the L∞ and L2 errors calculated according to the
formulas
L∞G = max
ia
∣v˜n+1ia − v(x˜n+1ia , tn+1) ⋅ ea∣ L2G = ¿ÁÁÀ 1NG∑ia (v˜n+1ia − v(x˜n+1ia , tn+1) ⋅ ea)2
L∞P = max
p
∥vn+1p − v(xn+1p , tn+1)∥∞ L2P =
¿ÁÁÀ 1
NP
∑
p
∥vn+1p − v(xn+1p , tn+1)∥22
where NG = ∑
ia
1, NP = ∑
p
1 are the numbers of simulated grid faces and particles and v(x, t) is the analytic520
velocity field.521
5.1.1. Taylor Green522
For this test, we verify the convergence of a Taylor-Green vortex. We use a [−pi,pi]2 domain with initial523
velocity field v0 = ⟨− sin(ax) cos(ay), cos(ax) sin(ay)⟩. The fluid has physical properties ρ = 3 and µ = 0. The524
analytic solution is v(x, t) = v0(x)e−2a2νt, where ν = µρ . All of the tests were run with ∆x = 2piN and ∆t = 1N525
to a final time of T = 1, where N is the number of grid cells in each direction. The same test was run with526
PIC, APIC, and FLIP transfers. The same particle distribution is used for each test, which was computed527
as blue noise by Poisson disk sampling. In particular, the particle distribution is never the same per cell528
(and thus the transfer matrices are not circulant). Convergence plots are shown in the first row of Figure 12.529
A few observations stand out immediately from the convergence plots. PIC converges convincingly at first530
order with close agreement between particle and grid states. APIC converges cleanly at first order, but here531
the particles have some error relative to grids; this is because the extra velocity contribution on particles (due532
to bn+1pa ) was not taken into account during the error analysis; the significance of this difference diminishes533
under refinement. The most striking observation is with respect to FLIP. When errors are measured on the534
grid, first order convergence is observed. On particles, however, the convergence is weaker than first order.535
The reason for the reduced convergence order on FLIP is unknown, but it is suspected to be related to the536
accumulation of error in transfer null modes on particles (indeed, this error does not seem to affect grid537
convergence, though one may wonder for how long this situation can persist).538
5.1.2. “Square”539
For this test, we verify the convergence of an analytic velocity field with slip boundary conditions. First540
we make two stream functions φ1(x, y) = f(x)f(y) and φ2(x, y) = g(x)f(y), where f(x) = x(1−x)(x2−x−1)541
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Figure 12: Convergence tests with three different transfers for each of the four error measures. The markers are the actual
error computed, and the lines are least squares regression lines used to calculate the convergence order. Convergence orders are
listed in the legends. Resolution is the number of cells in each direction of the grid.
and g(x) = x(1−x)(x+1)(3x2−7). Then the analytic velocity field constructed from these stream functions as542
v = ⟨−∂φ1
∂y
, ∂φ1
∂x
⟩+ t⟨−∂φ2
∂y
, ∂φ2
∂x
⟩ on domain [0,1]2. This velocity field is divergence free. The stream functions543
are chosen such that the normal directional derivative of tangential velocity vanishes on the boundary.544
Thus it is compatible with the slip boundary conditions. The analytic pressure is chosen as p(x, y, t) =545
xy(1 − x)(1 − y)(x − xy + y2 + t), so that p = 0 at the boundaries. The fluid has physical properties ρ = 3546
and µ = 0. All of the tests were run with ∆x = 1
N
and ∆t = 1
4N
to a final time of T = 1. The chosen547
analytic velocity field has a larger peak speed, so we use a smaller ∆t for this simulation, and the convection548
would not affect out results. Convergence plots are shown in the second row of Figure 12. With the help of549
extrapolation, we get linear order convergence except L∞P error of FLIP. This is due to the same reason as550
in the Taylor-Green convergence test.551
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5.1.3. “Circle”552
For this test, we verify the convergence of a velocity field with object boundaries that are not aligned
with the grid. We use a [−2,2]2 domain but exclude a circle of radius 1 at the origin. All boundaries are
slip. We construct a divergence-free velocity from the stream function S defined by
S = 1
177500000
(y − 2)(y + 2)(x − 2)(x + 2)(x2 + y2 − 1)
× (1775x6y4 + 1775x4y6 − 14585x6y2 − 31229x4y4 − 14585x2y6 + 36100x6 + 158486x4y2
+ 158486x2y4 + 36100y6 − 248104x4 − 538625x2y2 − 248104y4 + 384500x2 + 384500y2 − 213392)
This field is chosen so that the normal velocities and the normal derivative of tangential velocity are 0 at all553
boundaries. The analytic pressure is chosen as p(x, y, t) = x − xy + y2 + t. The fluid has physical properties554
ρ = 3 and µ = 0. All of the tests were run on an N ×N grid with ∆x = 4
N
and ∆t = 4
N
to a final time of555
T = 1. Cut-cell discretization is used to handle the curved circle boundary, moving least squares are used for556
transfers, and reseeding is used to maintain particle coverage. Convergence plots are shown in the last row557
of Figure 12. In all tests the particle and grid error measured in L2 norm reach the first order convergence.558
The convergence of L∞P error also approximately reach the first order but some outliers are observed in559
APIC. This occurred because particles were seeded so close to the boundary edge that some of their weights560
were near roundoff error. Since a quadratic spline is used, only one row of velocities is available, which is561
insufficient to reconstruct the full velocity. The MLS system in this situation is singular, which leads to an562
inaccurate transfer. We note that when transferred back to the grid, this particle will accurately interpolate563
velocity to the faces that are well-supported. The velocity interpolated to the nearly unsupported faces is564
inaccurate, but the weights are so small that this is irrelevant. This is why the grid velocity is clean. This565
problem could be avoided in a number of ways, including simply preventing particles from being so close to566
the domain boundaries.567
5.1.4. Vortex shedding568
In this test we simulate a constant velocity field ⟨1,0⟩ passing a circle. We use a [−2,14]×[−4,4] domain,569
with slip boundary conditions on its y = ±2 sides, inflow (u = 1) at x = −2, and free surface on the x = 14570
side. The circle is centered at ⟨0,0⟩ with radius 0.25. The fluid has physical properties ρ = 1 and µ = 0.571
Initially particles are sampled by blue noise in the domain. New particles are created to fill the vacancy572
as existing particles move in the +x direction. Cut-cell discretization and reseeding are used for this test.573
The same test was run with APIC and XPIC(2,3,5) transfers. We run the tests to a cyclical state and then574
examine the frequency of vortex shedding. To extract the vortex signal, we compute vorticity inside a chosen575
window. This total vorticity ranges from positive (when a vortex with positive vorticity is centered in the576
window) to negative (when a vortex spinning the opposite way passes). This curve is oscillatory, and we577
compute its frequency using a Fourier transform. We show the simulation results in Figure 13. APIC sheds578
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(a) APIC (b) XPIC(2)
(c) XPIC(3) (d) XPIC(5)
Figure 13: Vortex shedding simulation with APIC and XPIC transfers. The red bars above and below the images indicate the
range where vorticity is computed to extract vortex signal.
at frequency 0.49 Hz, and XPIC family sheds at frequency 0.39 Hz (XPIC(2)), 0.42 Hz (XPIC(3)), and 0.41579
Hz (XPIC(5)). The corresponding Strouhal numbers are between 0.19 and 0.24. This is consistent with fluid580
flow over a range of higher Reynolds numbers (300 − 106).581
5.2. Dissipation and noise582
5.2.1. Measuring vorticity583
One of the main objectives of this work is to analyze how well vorticity is preserved under different
transfers. To do this, we need useful measures of how well vorticity is preserved. We use two scalar measures
Evel = ∫
Ω
∥u∥2 dV Evort = ∫
Ω
∥∇× u∥2 dV,
which measure the kinetic energy and magnitude of vorticity. We omit density and constants from the
measures for convenience. We compute these on the grid from v˜n+1ia and discretize them as
Evel = 1
NG
∑
ia
(v˜n+1ia )2 Evort = 1NC ∑cαβ ((∂uα∂xβ )c − (∂uβ∂xα )c)
2
NC =∑
c
1,
where NC is the number of cells; the index c runs over all cells that have sufficient neighboring information
to compute the vorticity measure. The indices α,β run over the spatial dimensions. We normalize the
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discretized measures so that they do not depend on the resolution. The partial derivatives are approximated
with central differences:
(∂u1
∂x2
)(i,j) = 12⎛⎝ v˜
n+1
i− 12 ,j+1 − v˜n+1i− 12 ,j−1
2∆y
+ v˜n+1i+ 12 ,j+1 − v˜n+1i+ 12 ,j−1
2∆y
⎞⎠
(∂u2
∂x1
)(i,j) = 12⎛⎝ v˜
n+1
i+1,j− 12 − v˜n+1i−1,j− 12
2∆x
+ v˜n+1i+1,j+ 12 − v˜n+1i−1,j+ 12
2∆x
⎞⎠
The same four-point central-differenced and central-averaged stencil is also used in 3D.584
5.2.2. Taylor Green vortex585
For this example, we begin with the basic setup from Section 5.1.1. For this section, we fix µ = 0 and586
N = 64. We also use a later final time T = 10 to observe the longer-term behavior. In this test, we are587
interested in studying (a) dissipation of energy, (b) transfer of energy into incorrect velocity modes, (c) loss588
of vorticity, (d) the effects of particle seeding, and (e) the effects of spline choice (quadratic or cubic).589
We test APIC, FLIP and XPIC (order 2 and 5) using Poisson disk seeding (4 particles per cell on average)590
and regular seeding (2×2 particles per grid cell). PIC is omitted from this test since it dissipates energy too591
rapidly to draw an interesting comparison. The results are shown in Figure 14. In the figure, the measures592
Evel, Evort, and Etaylor are normalized by their values after the first transfer from particles to grid. The593
measure Etaylor is like Evel, except only contributions from the Taylor-Green Fourier modes are included.594
There are a few interesting observations to be made from the results. FLIP transfers are not affected much595
by the choice of spline order, but it is sensitive to the particle distribution. APIC is relatively insensitive to596
the spline and seeding, though the higher-order spline and irregular seeding both increase dissipation very597
slightly. APIC and FLIP have similar levels of dissipation. XPIC is also sensitive to the particle distribution598
as FLIP, and the XPIC transfer with lower order shows relatively larger dissipation.599
Noting the analysis of the prior sections, we perform an FFT on the velocity field and report the mag-600
nitudes of the velocity modes as a colored image as we did for the transfer modes. In Figure 15, we look at601
the bleeding of the vortex into other Fourier modes. From this we can see that APIC is bleeding mostly into602
nearby low-frequency velocity modes (near the center of the image), wheres FLIP and XPIC transfer energy603
into higher frequency modes. The error visible after the very first transfer for FLIP and XPIC with irregular604
seeding is caused by trying to represent the velocity field on particles; if the APIC particles are initialized605
with b0pa = 0, the same errors are observed.606
In Figure 15, significant portion of the velocity field can be found in incorrect high-frequency Fourier607
modes (modes on the order of a few percent). The quantity Evel −Etaylor for Figure 14 reflects the amount608
of kinetic energy that has been transferred to incorrect Fourier modes, and here the difference appears609
negligible. Because kinetic energy measures the squares of velocity, modest velocity errors (e.g., on the order610
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(a) Poisson disk blue noise seeding; quadratic spline
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(b) Regular seeding; quadratic spline
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(c) Poisson disk blue noise seeding; cubic spline
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(d) Regular seeding; cubic spline
APIC Evel APIC Evort APIC Etaylor FLIP Evel FLIP Evort FLIP Etaylor
XPIC(2) Evel XPIC(2) Evort XPIC(2) Etaylor XPIC(5) Evel XPIC(5) Evort XPIC(5) Etaylor
Figure 14: Loss in energy (solid lines) and vorticity (dashed lines) for a Taylor-Green vortex over time using FLIP, APIC and
XPIC transfers. The dotted lines show the amount of energy in the Fourier modes corresponding to the Taylor-Green vortex.
All curves are normalized relative to the values obtained after transferring from the particles to the grid in the first time step.
of 5%) in modes that should be zero make only a very small difference in energy (around 0.25%). Since611
positions are updated using velocities (not their square), these errors are still significant.612
We observe that regular seeding and irregular seeding produce noticeably different results on this test.613
Regular seeding introduces leakage that is several times higher than for irregular seeding. (Green pixels are614
observed well away from the middle of the image when regular seeding is used, indicating energy leakage into615
high-frequency Fourier modes. For irregular seeding, only shades of blue are observed away from the low-616
frequency modes in the middle.) A highly regular particle distribution appears to exacerbate this bleeding.617
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Figure 15: Energy leakage into other Fourier modes, at times t = 0,2,4,6,8, using regular or irregular seeding with 4 particles
per cell. The first image is immediately after the initial particle to grid transfer.
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Figure 16: Inlet test configurations for 2D and 3D. The simulation domain is [0,1]d where d = 2 or d = 3. The red dotted or
hatched areas are free surfaces, the blue areas are sources with a normal velocity v = 0.2, and all other boundaries are slip and
have 0 normal velocity.
5.2.3. Inlet618
In this test we use a [0,1]d domain, where d = 2 for 2D and d = 3 for 3D. All boundaries are slip except619
some portions of the y = 0 boundary, where we place sources (fixed inflow velocity v = 0.2) and sinks (outflow,620
p = 0). The layouts are shown in Figure 16. At time T = 80 s we turn off the source and sinks (enforcing slip621
boundary conditions everywhere) and observe how energy is dissipated until time T = 200 s.622
We compute kinetic energy for particles and grid. The kinetic for grid is discretized as
KEG =∑
ia
1
2
mia(v˜n+1ia )2
where the indices run through all internal faces with non-zero mass. The kinetic energy for particles are
discretized as
KEP =∑
p
1
2
mp∥vnp ∥2 +∑
pa
1
2
mp(bnpa ⋅ (Dnpa)−1bnpa)
The extra contribution to kinetic energy is an estimate to the affine contributions; it is omitted for non-APIC
transfers. The vorticity energy is computed as
V =∑
p
1
2
mp ∥∑
ia
∇wnip × vniaea∥2 .
Snapshots of 2D simulations are shown in Figure 17. After the sources are turned off (T > 80), two623
vortices are formed in APIC and FLIP. In Figures 18 and 19 we plot the vorticity and kinetic energy as a624
function of time. Observe that the particle and grid energy closely track each other in 2D for all versions as625
well as in 3D for PIC and APIC. In the 3D FLIP simulation, we can observe a significant difference between626
the grid and particle kinetic energy. The particle energy grows while the inlet is open even though the627
grid energy remains stable. Although grid velocities decay for all 3D simulations, the particle energy and628
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Figure 17: Snapshots of inlet tests. Streamline colors indicate fluid velocity magnitude, with black indicating slow fluid and
yellow representing the fastest flow. The first column of frames (T = 80 s) captures the last moment before we seal the boundary.
The source and sinks are marked by solid blue and dotted red as same as Figure 16. After that vortices evolve without any
input.
particle-based vorticity does not decay to zero for the 3D FLIP simulation. Even when the particles come629
effectively to rest, the particles carry non-negligible velocities.630
6. Conclusions631
We have presented a new MAC-grid-based APIC transfer that preserves linear and angular momentum632
and also satisfies the original APIC properties. The full scheme is not conservative, since we perform the633
pressure solve using constant density as a compromise to avoid boiling artefacts.634
We used 2D Fourier transforms to understand the numerical properties of the transfer. Compared with635
the 1D Fourier transform currently being used to analyze transforms, Fourier transforms in 2D give us some636
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Figure 18: Vorticity and kinetic energy of 2D inlet test. Fluid is pumped through the domain until time 80 s, at which point
the domain boundary is sealed and the fluid continues to circulate. For PIC, little energy is accumulated, and the circulation
decays rapidly. For both FLIP and APIC, the circulation drops off quickly but then levels off. The grid and particle kinetic
energy track each other closely for all three methods, which suggests that FLIP is quite stable on this example. FLIP retains
more energy throughout the simulation.
advantages. The first advantage is that we are able to analyze the Taylor-Green vortex, which gives us637
a way of studying dissipation of vortices. The second advantage is that it allows us to include pressure638
projection in the analysis, which extends the analysis meaningfully to include FLIP transfers. Studying in639
two dimensions also lets us studying the transfers’ sensitivity to different particle distributions rather than640
merely irregularities in particle spacing.641
Compared with direct computation of the eigenvalues of the transfer matrix, the 2D Fourier transform642
lets us efficiently compute and intuitively understand the eigenvalues of transfers. It arranges the eigenvalues643
by giving us a meaningful image rather than a long list of eigenvalues. From these images we can tell how a644
vortex of a spatial scale dissipates for example. Finally the Fourier transform in 2D provides us images for645
various transfers so we can compare them conveniently and visually.646
In terms of dissipation, the comparison between APIC and PIC is not a surprise; PIC is very dissipative.647
The comparison with XPIC is instructive, as this is the first direct comparison between the two transfers648
as far as we are aware. The level of dissipation in APIC lies between XPIC with order 2 and 3. XPIC649
becomes less dissipative with higher order. In this spectrum, FLIP has zero dissipation. The opposite side650
of dissipation is noise, where modes survive on particles but should not. On this side, APIC and PIC are651
effectively perfect. XPIC is not too bad at lower orders, but it does tend to retain divergent velocity modes652
on particles over short time scales (See Figure 8). Like FLIP, it also tends to transfer low-frequency velocity653
modes into higher-frequency velocity modes (See Figure 15).654
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Figure 19: Vorticity and kinetic energy of 3D inlet test. Fluid is pumped through the domain until time 80 s, at which point the
domain boundary is sealed and the fluid continues to circulate. The grid-based kinetic energy for all three methods decay to
zero. For PIC and APIC, particle energy tracks the grid energy, and the particle-based vorticity decays to zero. The behavior
of FLIP is very different. Particle energy is significantly greater than grid energy throughout the simulation. At its peak, about
1/3 of the particle energy does not transfer to the grid. During the pumped phase, energy accumulates on particles but not on
the grid. As the grid energy decays away to zero, a significant amount of particle energy remains. The particle-based vorticity
measure decays more than the energy, but it also stops short of zero. Since the vorticity measure is most sensitive to changes
on the length scale of one grid cell, this suggests that the particles end with velocity modes whose wavelength is significantly
less than the cell size.
6.1. Limitations655
The analysis presented in this paper provides intuition for how transfers behave; it does not fully char-656
acterize the transfers. The use of Fourier analysis limits the analysis to using a globally regular particle657
arrangement, which may skew the analysis. Truly irregular particle configurations may behave somewhat658
differently, and they may be more or less dissipative than the tiled case. Nevertheless, the analysis presented659
provides useful insight into the methods involved.660
The APIC transfers introduced are linear and angular momentum conserving, but the overall algorithm661
is not. This is because we found it necessary to use a constant-density pressure projection to avoid boiling662
artefacts in the simulations, where areas with thinner particle coverage appear less dense and rise under663
gravity. We postpone the problem of achieving full conservation of linear and angular momentum for future664
work. For related reasons, we postpone consideration of free surface flows for future work.665
The desirable properties of the APIC transfers are tied to position update employed. As with co-located666
transfers, a generalized version of the transfers [2] may significantly broaden the range of positional updates667
over which good transfer properties may be obtained. In particular, a version of the transfers compatible668
with the XPIC position update (likely a MAC version of [2]) would be desirable.669
The algorithm presented is not observed to work well with free surfaces. There are two reasons for this.670
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Figure 20: The proposed time integration scheme can be divided into four stages: advection, particle-to-grid transfer, pressure
projection, and grid-to-particle transfer. Two full time steps are shown (first step is green, second step is red). After each stage,
the state (mass, velocity, and position) are represented differently. Corresponding to each state is a corresponding measure of
linear momentum and angular momentum. The transitions shown with solid arrows are conserved, as proved in Section 7.1.
The transitions shown with dotted arrows are conserved under a different definition of momentum and angular momentum.
The first is that our pressure projection is performed with constant density. Isolated particles command a671
larger volume on the grid than particles in the bulk, which causes problems when escaped particles land672
on the fluid surface. Particle-deficient pockets are created when fluid regions merge. This is a well-known673
problem with MPM, and some approaches have been proposed to address it [33, 34].674
7. Appendix A: Analysis675
7.1. APIC properties676
The properties of our MAC APIC transfers are similar to those of the co-located method [2]. The analysis677
of the method as presented is notationally complicated compared to the original since the position update678
is being delayed until the beginning of the next time step.679
In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed APIC transfers satisfy the same properties as the680
original co-located APIC transfers: conservation of linear and angular momentum, preservation of affine681
velocity fields, and single particle stability.682
The proposed scheme conserves momentum and angular momentum in a local sense. Total momentum is683
conserved, and momentum is only transferred to nearby neighbors (limited by the interpolation stencil size).684
Due to this interpolation, the transfers will exhibit a degree of momentum diffusion. Since the proposed685
transfers are not flux-based, it is unlikely that they could be used to track shocks. This is not a problem for686
incompressible flow (which never exhibits shocks), but this may be a limitation in some applications.687
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7.1.1. Linear momentum688
We can define particle-based and grid-based measures of momentum in the usual way.
pP,n = p˜P,n =∑
p
mpv
n
p p
G,n =∑
ia
mniav
n
iaea p˜
G,n+1 =∑
ia
mniav˜
n+1
ia ea (17)
With these definitions, momentum is conserved across a particle-to-grid transfer, since
pG,n =∑
ia
mniav
n
iaea =∑
ia
⎛⎝∑p wnipampeTa vnp +∑p wnipamp(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p )⎞⎠ea=∑
p
mpv
n
p∑
a
eae
T
a ∑
i
wnipa +∑
ap
mp(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1ea∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p )
=∑
p
mpv
n
p = pP,n
The transfer from the grid back to the particle also conserves momentum, since
pP,n+1 =∑
p
mpv
n+1
p =∑
p
mp∑
ia
wnipav˜
n+1
ia ea =∑
ia
⎛⎝∑p mpwnipa⎞⎠v˜n+1ia ea =∑ia mniav˜n+1ia ea = p˜G,n+1
7.1.2. Angular momentum689
We can define the following particle-based and grid-based measures of angular momentum.
lP,n =∑
p
xnp ×mpvnp +∑
ap
mpb
n
pa × ea lG,n =∑
ia
xnia ×mniavniaea (18)
l˜P,n =∑
p
xn+1p ×mpvnp +∑
ap
mpb
n
pa × ea l˜G,n+1 =∑
ia
x˜n+1ia ×mniav˜n+1ia ea (19)
With these definitions, angular momentum is conserved across a particle-to-grid transfer, since
lG,n =∑
ia
xnia ×mniavniaea
=∑
ia
xnia × ea⎛⎝∑p wnipampeTa vnp +∑p wnipamp(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p )⎞⎠=∑
ia
xnia × ea∑
p
wnipampe
T
a v
n
p +∑
ia
xnia × ea∑
p
wnipamp(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p )
=∑
pa
(∑
i
wnipax
n
ia) × eampeTa vnp +∑
pa
mpe
∗T
a (∑
i
xniaw
n
ipa(xnia − xn+1p )T)(Dnpa)−1bnpa
=∑
pa
xn+1p × eampeTa vnp +∑
pa
mpe
∗T
a D
n
pa(Dnpa)−1bnpa
=∑
p
mp(xn+1p )∗(∑
a
eae
T
a )vnp +∑
pa
mpe
∗T
a b
n
pa
=∑
p
xn+1p ×mpvnp +∑
ap
mpb
n
pa × ea = l˜P,n
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The transfer from the grid back to the particle also conserves angular momentum, since
lP,n+1 =∑
p
xn+1p ×mpvn+1p +∑
ap
mpb
n+1
pa × ea
=∑
p
xn+1p ×mp∑
ia
wnipav˜
n+1
ia ea +∑
ap
mp∑
i
wnipav˜
n+1
ia (xnia − xn+1p ) × ea
=∑
ipa
mpw
n
ipav˜
n+1
ia (xn+1p + (xnia − xn+1p )) × ea
=∑
ia
⎛⎝∑p mpwnipa⎞⎠v˜n+1ia xnia × ea=∑
ia
xnia ×mniav˜n+1ia ea
=∑
ia
(x˜n+1ia −∆tv˜n+1ia ea) ×mniav˜n+1ia ea
= l˜G,n+1 −∆t∑
ia
v˜n+1ia ea ×mniav˜n+1ia ea = l˜G,n+1
7.1.3. Affine690
The APIC affine property is that an affine velocity field is preserved across transfers between particles
and grid when particles are not moved (∆t = 0). Since ∆t = 0, we have xia = x˜ia (since nothing is moving).
We can also ignore superscripts, since time does not matter. Let f(x) = Ax + b define an arbitrary affine
function. We begin by assuming that the grid velocity is described by this function (v˜ia = eTa (Axia+b)) and
transferring to particles (v˜ia → {vp,bpa}).
vp =∑
ia
wipav˜iaea =∑
ia
wipaeae
T
a (Axia + b) = (∑
a
eae
T
a )(Axp + b) =Axp + b
bpa =∑
i
wipa(xia − xp)v˜ia = (∑
i
wipa(xia − xp)(xia)T)ATea + (∑
i
wipa(xia − xp))eTa b =DpATea
From this we can see the corresponding representation of this affine velocity field on particles. Using these
particle values and transferring back to the grid ({vp,bpa}→ via) yields.
miavia =∑
p
wipampe
T
a vp +∑
p
wipamp(bpa)T (Dpa)−1(xia − xp)
=∑
p
wipampe
T
a (Axp + b) +∑
p
wipamp(DpATea)T (Dpa)−1(xia − xp)
=∑
p
wipampe
T
a (Axp + b) +∑
p
wipampe
T
aA(xia − xp)
=∑
p
wipampe
T
a (Axp + b +Axia −Axp)
= ⎛⎝∑p wipamp⎞⎠eTa (Axia + b) =miaeTa (Axia + b) =miav˜ia
Since via = v˜ia, the velocity field obtained by transferring from grid to particles and back to grid matches691
the original velocity field.692
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7.1.4. Stability693
The final APIC property is the stability criterion, which requires that a single particle translating in
the absence of forces (v˜n+1ia = vnia) should translate with no change to velocity or affine momentum state
(vn+1p = vnp , bn+1pa = bnpa, and xn+1p = xnp +∆tvnp ). The translation requirement is trivially satisfied. Starting
from particles, we first compute the grid-based quantities. Note that summation on particles is omitted since
there is only one particle.
xn+1p = xnp +∆tvnp
mnia = wnipamp
mniav
n
ia = wnipampeTa vnp +wnipamp(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p )
vnia = eTa vnp + (bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p )
We can see that velocities are unchanged since
∑
ia
wnipav
n
iaea =∑
ia
wnipaea(eTa vnp + (bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p ))
= (∑
a
eae
T
a )vnp +∑
a
ea(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p ) = vnp
vn+1p =∑
ia
wnipav˜
n+1
ia ea =∑
ia
wnipav
n
iaea = vnp
Finally, affine momentum is unchanged since
bn+1pa =∑
i
wnipav˜
n+1
ia (xnia − xn+1p ) =∑
i
wnipav
n
ia(xnia − xn+1p )
=∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p )(eTa vnp + (bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p ))
= (∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p ))eTa vnp +∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p )(bnpa)T (Dnpa)−1(xnia − xn+1p )
= (∑
i
wnipa(xnia − xn+1p )(xnia − xn+1p )T)(Dnpa)−1bnpa =Dnpa(Dnpa)−1bnpa = bnpa
This establishes the one-particle stability criterion.694
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